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The study of civil procedure harmonization in European juridical doctrine has traditionally been connected with the names of such well-known processualists as M. Cappeletti and M. Storme, as well as with their fundamental works “Access to Justice” (1978–1979) and “Approximation of Judiciary in the European Community. Final report” (1993). The year 2013 was the 20th jubilee year of “M. Storme’s group” final report publishing; that year and its culmination are considered to be the reason for summarizing and planning the prospects for further development of one of the main civil procedure trends.

Clause 65 of the Treaty establishing the European community is the legal basis for civil procedure harmonization. According to the abovementioned clause the European Union should develop civil claims’ judicial cooperation with cross-border consequences. Such cooperation might include the arrangements for national laws and rules of EC members coming together, and specifically the improvement and simplification of cross-border judicial and non-judicial documentation serving; evidence collecting; admission and enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial cases, as well as extrajudicial resolutions; harmonization for regulations, which are applied by EC members for law and jurisdiction conflicts; elimination of any obstacles for civil proceedings normal functioning by harmonizing the civil code regulations of EC members.

So called European judicial law has appeared as a result, which according to Gerhard Wagner is a
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fast developing field, if spoken by the quantity of rules and directions issued by European Commission in the last decade. In this case, Xandra E. Kramer’s point of view seems reasonable, that most of the rules introduced in compliance with clause 65 of EC Treaty are “classic” and show traditional ways for harmonization in Europe. Those traditional methods include using of conventions, standard treaties and acts of EC community law (rules), the detailed review of which can be found in literature.

However, it’s a wrong belief that harmonization process is a smooth matter for Europe. Such point of view would be shallow, one-sided and obsolete. Europe has faced some serious difficulties, intensifying the discussions about the meaning of European civil procedure harmonization and its further realization.

1. Cross-border consequences

One of the leading ideologists of the harmonization opposition who challenged “M. Storme’s group” final report and pointed at its weaknesses is H. Lindblom. According to Lindblom, it does not appear from the report whether it merely frames minimum requirements of the civil procedure or aims at framing standard rules. In the former case, harmonizing effect of such framing the minimum requirements is doubtful, while in the latter case the measures proposed are evidently unable to improve situation in the countries, which enjoy higher quality of the procedural rules.

The aforementioned criticism seems reasonable because of clause 65 of EC Treaty itself, for it reduces judicial cooperation to issues with cross-border consequences only. The formulation is frequently discussed, and literature presents diametrically opposed opinions thereon.

For instance, M. Storme asserts that the term “issues with cross-border consequences” has recently received a very broad meaning and virtually relates to all kinds of disputes. In Strom’s opinion, it is impossible to insist in good earnest that efficient civil proceeding must be applied for cross-border disputes only. Adhering to the narrow interpretation of EC Treaty clause 65 and development of a more effective set of procedures for cross-border disputes, thus overriding domestic civil proceedings, would result in discrimination. Naturally, if procedural rules are more effective in some jurisdiction than in any other one, distortions are inevitable.
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Paulien M.M. van der Grinten and C.H. van Rhee are like-minded with M. Storme. Thus, C.H. van Rhee believes that the differences between procedural laws of EC countries always have cross-border consequences in themselves. For instance, organizations decide where to manufacture and sell their products depending on valid procedural regulations. 

P.M.M. van der Grinten notes that Dutch legal doctrine solves the issue concerning meaning of EC Treaty clause 65 in a relatively simple manner. Namely, the doctrine prescribes that the clause should not be highlighted and hinder harmonization of the national civil procedural laws.

Meanwhile, most of EC countries tend towards literal interpretation of the clause and require that a cross-border element must be present, at least potentially (for instance, when a judgment might be subject to enforcement in any other state). The reason for the narrow interpretation is that any measure implemented by the Community shall have legal basis stipulated by a contract. Therewith, if clause 65 of the Treaty establishing EC is interpreted in a broad sense, the phrase about cross-border consequences loses its meaning, although it was a subject of long and substantial discussions at the Treaty creation.

This point of view is shared by X.E. Kramer and Gerhard Wagner. The latter notes, in particular, that EC authority does not cover those national disputes which are free from cross-border aspects and involve parties residing in the same EC country.

2. “Fragmented approach”

The second important problem in the civil proceeding harmonization in Europe is that it is implemented in a fragmented manner, “piece by piece”. Some authors believe this is due to lack of system planning and clear notion of the national civil proceeding role and function in EC system. Others argue that this is a significant step on, probably, the only way to achieve harmonization of civil procedure in Europe.

The latter point of view seems to be more reasonable. Indeed, developers of the final report can hardly be accused of inconsistency or superficiality. Most likely, at that very period of time this was the only possible way to start harmonization, for both ontological and political reasons. However, an obvious disadvantage of the method is that it doubts congruency of European procedural law.

Moreover, quite frequently implementation of European procedures presents severe difficulties, for being introduced to supplement national procedures they perform substantially the same functions as their domestic analogues.

According to G. Wagner, shifting between the two different procedures day after day will ultimately result in court congestion. This will happen not because judges are too silly or lazy, and not because it is difficult for them to cope with different procedural frames. The scientist believes that since court sources are restricted, they should be used in a more effective way. Another factor is that a civil process is not an end in itself. Its functions include legal rights maintenance and protection, and therefore
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judges must focus on adjudication on the merits rather than spend all their analytical and judicial abilities on analysis of different civil procedure systems. C.H. van Rhee agrees with G. Wagner and also pays attention to the need to reduce the number of procedural models, for if the judges have to choose between the models the great number of possible combinations will make courts invalid. C.H. van Rhee suspects that the result may also be a choice beneficial to economically strong party in a dispute in prejudice of its opponent.

Moreover, it should be mentioned that further creation of fragmented rules and procedures can result in violation of ECHR clause, because eventually nobody will know what schemes are applicable in a certain situation, and what procedure should be used.

3. “Implanting”

In our opinion, an accurate definition for the third problem was proposed by Carla Crifo who believes that harmonization should not be “implanted from above”.

According to Carla Crifo, the intrusion can foster two dangers. First, the introduced rule can prove to be alien for the context is has to be built in. The novel brought about can be inappropriate in all aspects and, therefore, capable of destroying the internal system (after all, civil procedural law is known to be the most nationally specific of all branches of law). Second, the harmonizing effect of a new rule can be rendered null by interpretation in a national system.

With regard to the above processualists all over the world have to search for an optimal and acceptable solution for the said problems. According to M. Storme, three patterns can be proposed for establishing relations between supranational and national civil proceeding.

In the first pattern, which currently exists, national and European civil processes go “side by side”, each having its own peculiarities. However, this pattern poses all the aforesaid problems. The second pattern proceeds from the premise that European civil procedure is to supersede national procedural law of each of the member countries per saltum, which is hardly feasible at all. The third pattern, which is the most acceptable one, suggests that an individual must be provided with a choice between national and European procedural rules. Such an opportunity should not be limited to cases with cross-border consequences. Eventually, “the strongest will win”.

The third pattern seems to have nothing in common with harmonization of the civil procedure. In our opinion, coexistence of alternative civil procedural systems in such a format relates to another mechanism of the procedural law globalization. In European law books this mechanism is called 28-th regime (28-th model) of procedural law. The wording means that the existing 27 civil procedural regimes of EC countries are supplemented by another one, which is a separate European civil procedure regime, “28-th regime”.
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It should be noted that since presently European Community comprises 28 countries (Croatia joined on July 1st 2013) instead of previous 27, a term “29-th regime” can rightfully come into use. Hence, the problems currently faced by European Community in the course of harmonization of procedural legislation intensify a search for more delicate and integral approaches to Europe and European harmonization of procedural law, as P.M.M. van der Grinten put it figuratively, by giving priority to issues most urgent for a certain national market.

We are not the advocates of the “29-th regime” concept, because while solving the problem about applying EC Treaty clause 65, it neglects the other difficulties revealed. In this connection, the statement of C.H. van Rhee that the procedure model beneficial to economically strong party in a dispute can be intruded upon its opponent in prejudice of the latter is especially relevant.

In our opinion, a way out of the situation can be harmonization of civil procedure based on ECHR clause 6, which enshrines the principle of fair judicial proceeding, a generally recognized principle of international law.

Civil proceeding is addressed to in ECHR clause 6 item 1, which prescribes that “In the determination of his civil rights and obligations or of any criminal charge against him, everyone is entitled to a fair and public hearing within a reasonable time by an independent and impartial tribunal established by law. Judgment shall be pronounced publicly but the press and public may be excluded from all or part of the trial in the interest of morals, public order or national security in a democratic society, where the interests of juveniles or the protection of the private life of the parties so require, or the extent strictly necessary in the opinion of the court in special circumstances where publicity would prejudice the interests of justice”.

Having analyzed the said norm in the context of civil procedure harmonization in Europe, C.H. van Rhee concludes that this norm plays an important part in establishing the minimum requirements imposed on each national procedural regime of EC countries. According to the researcher, a kind of “conciliating” effect has been observed in the recent decade, resulting from the fundamental principles of ECHR clause 6, to the extent of legal assistance and other provisions for a wider access to justice, demands for reasonable time observance, and increasing the share of “oral” elements of civil procedure.

R. Risdal and M. Storme share the opinion. In particular, R. Risdal notes that “… influence of the European Convention on Human Rights on national law highly increased in all the member countries”. M. Storme denotes emergence of procedural laws, which are common for the member countries not only because of EC tools and initiatives but also based on the fundamental principles of European Community, specifically, the right to fair judicial proceeding.

In the meantime, according to X.E. Kramer’s well-founded statement, the member countries cannot rely on ECHR clause 6 for their own legal regulation and court practice, for the Convention has too general and open wordings and is interpreted on a case by case basis.

A considerable problem is posed here by political context as well. The core of the subject was
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disclosed by Chairman of Russian Federation Constitutional Court V.D. Zorkin. He explained that there exists a certain trend within European legal space, when "states voluntarily consider ECHR regulations passed upon complaints against other states, and modify their legal regulation and law enforcement practice accordingly. This is just an act of good will of such states, for they are not obliged to do so by the Convention. In other words, the states independently choose the spheres where they opt for the legal views contemplated by ECHR, including the views specified in judgments under claims against other states. In some cases, however, we can observe a distinctly different reaction, sometimes even collective opposition"34.

We believe that the effect of harmonization can be achieved only through development of interaction procedures between national jurisdictions and European Court. Therewith, “…not only administration of conventional legal norms must influence development of national law, but conventional legal norms must be interpreted with regard to national law”35. According to V.V. Blazheev, for this purpose “…a mechanism of conventional norm interpretation is required, which would take into consideration national law principles, law institutes, and fundamental provisions of national legal system. Rulings of European Court must smoothly fit into a national legal system saving harmless its fundamentals36.
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